
Save Our Shoreline (Jersey)   
 Helm’s Deep,   8 Le Clos de Maitland,   La Rue du Presbytere,  St. Clement,  Jersey,  JE2 6RA

Tel: 01534 851981  mobile: 07797 733613  email: dc@sosjersey.co.uk

16th February 2015

Dear States Member

Esplanade Car Park  site clearance.
Breach of Planning Conditions by the States (SoJDC).
Save Our Shoreline Jersey (ʻSOSJʼ) lodge a formal complaint to the States Planning 
Minister.

On 11 March, all States Members were copied in on a letter to Mr. P. Harben of law firm Collas 
Crill, sent from John Nicholson, Principal Planner, Development Control, regarding Planning 
Conditions for the 'Esplanade Quarter Development' which were challenged by Collas Crill.

SOSJ wishes to respond immediately  to the environmental aspects in the States Principal 
Plannerʼs letter.

In an Appendix at the foot of this letter, we set out the relevant facts concerning the Planning 
Condition itself and the States Principal Plannerʼs response to the Collas Crill letter.

SOSJ are particularly  concerned with the breach of Planning Conditions relating to site clearance/
tree felling etc as referenced in Paragraph 1 of the letter. (Condition 18).

Despite reflecting a distinct lack of control and concern over this whole matter, the implication, in 
the States response, is that as the public did not complain directly to the Planning Department and 
the Department ʻhave no direct evidence as to which hours were / were not workedʼ, then it is 
acceptable for the JDC to break the Planning laws and so the matter will not be progressed. 

SOS Jersey tries where possible  to highlight all significant to impacts to the environment on behalf 
of the public, and was, in this case, able to obtain proof that the work did in fact take place on 
Saturday  afternoon and all day  Sunday, contrary  to the Planning obligation that the JDC are bound 
by. We have witness reports and time dated photographs. Should anyone doubt the veracity  of 
reports from SOS Jersey  members, one report was sent to us by former Senator Ben Shenton who 
saw the work progressing as it got dark on Saturday  evening. Others reported work variously  on 
Sunday  at different times, workers using heavy  machinery  and chain saws in contravention of the 
permission.

SOS Jersey  is careful to be factually  accurate, but should you wish we can send any  States 
Member copies of the witness reports and photos.
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The issue of the ʻlack of complaintsʼ that Mr Nicholson raises is one that we can also dispel. it is 
impossible to make a complaint because Planning have not published the complaints procedure 
nor the out of hours contact numbers as required in Condition 18(b). On Monday  9th February we 
received dozens of complaints, via email and phone and via Facebook and our website. Our 
Facebook post, showing photos of the destruction, was shared by  over a thousand people with 
several hundred comments. The public reaction was one of shock and disbelief that a public body 
could be allowed to do something like this, with no consultation and in this case with the promise of 
the Chief Minister that 'no work will commence until pre-lets are signed.' To the general public this 
last statement was a promise which precluded any work on the site.  

We did not immediately  send the many complaints we received on 9th February  to Planning, as we 
wanted to first check the permits, then meet with JDC, discuss with the Regulator, and wait for the 
Minister's promised response to States Members. We believe that this was the correct course of 
action.

The public are not good at phoning up departments as they often tell us that there is no point, 
ʻtheyʼ will do what they  want anyway. We therefore suggested that people contact their States 
representatives. Several of the public did as we suggested, and Deputy Jackie Hilton responded 
and came out on site to investigate and make enquiries on their behalf. We contacted the JDC to 
arrange a meeting (which we had on 18th February) where this issue was raised and minuted. The 
JDC themselves  were quite candid insofar as they  said that work over the weekend was 
necessary. We raised the lack of consultation by  car park users and the general public, but Mr. 
Henry did not seem to think it important.

We are now therefore in a position to enter a formal complaint to the Minister of Planning and 
Environment, which we attach, now that we have solid evidence that Condition 18 was broken by 
the SoJDC. We would suggest that this should be as vigorously  pursued as if it were a 
transgression by a private developer.

Kind Regards

Dave Cabeldu
Co-ordinator
on behalf of the Committee, SOS Jersey

Attached: copy of letter to the Minister, Planning and Environment with witness statements.

Appendix 1:
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Extract from letter from Principal Planner to Collas Crill forwarded to States Members:

Appendix 2: 
Condition 18 requires a Construction Environmental Management Plan, which includes specified 
hours of working, to include noise being heard outside the application boundary, stating works are 
only  permitted 8am - 6pm Monday  - Friday.  8am - 1pm on Saturday  and no noisy  working outside 
these hours.

Below:   A  small sample of the many comments made on our Facebook page:
Trevor Darragh: Someone's head should roll for this. A complete disregard for public opinion yet 

again. Disgusting rape of OUR Island.

Josephine Landon: This is a disgrace. The wildlife and trees cannot be replaced. And all for a 

finance centre that Jersey can't afford, isn't needed and hasn't even been approved! It just makes 

no sense.

Andrew Haire: So with 400 planning objections, someone has still decided to push ahead with the 

project? Sounds like complete arrogance on someone's part.

Nicki Maguire: Complete disregard for the whole planning/scrutiny process. Or was it already 

decided a long time ago, doing it '#TheJerseyWay'?

Harry Taylor: This is truly disgraceful. I'm lost for words especially as the pre-lets have not yet 

been agreed.

Paul Bentley: How is this being done before plans are passed? Has all the office space been pre-

let? A pre-requisite to the project commencing.

Jeff Hathaway: This is wrong, so very wrong, for all the many reasons others have posted here. A 

complete disregard for Planning Laws and processes, that from a government quango is utterly 

shameful and insulting.

Sarah A Scott: Jersey is my Island and I was always so proud to be from Jersey but lately I feel 

sad and ashamed! What is wrong with these people?
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